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Liar Is You
Elliot Minor

Tabbed By: shooshi123

This is the album version of the liar is you by the lovely Elliot Minor.
Great song. And this tab sounds almost there. Enjoy :)
Comments/ corections: shooshi_123@hotmail.co.uk

Chord Diagrams:

  G  B  Cm  Em  Am  F  D
|-3--7--3---7---5--1--5--|
|-3--7--4---8---5--1--5--|
|-4--8--5---7---5--2--7--|
|-5--9--5---9---7--3--7--|
|-5--9--3---7---7--3--5--|
|-3--7--3---x---5--1--x--|

Note: Ignore the blue highlighty thing above the chords.
Play it like this for the album version.

Intro

Em G Cm G Cm

G      B            Em
   And i was with a girl

Cm     Am           F
   her eyes were shining gold,

       B                   G
   and she stopped a whole world

   B             Em
   and everybody knows

Cm      Am           F
   that shes the one it shows,

B



but not today

            G
and here it goes

chorus

G    B             Em
and all the things we talked about

    Cm                G
the dreams were never true

         B          Em
im stuck day to day livin  a lie

Cm           G
the liar is you

    B              Em
now things have to change

     Cm              G  B  Em  
life never stays the same...

Cm              G
never stays the same

G Cm Em D X2

Verse 2

G      B            Em
    and i was with a girl

Cm     Am           F
    she meant so much to me

  B
  and now shes gone

             G
  i feel alone

G                B              G
i can t taste the taste of simplicity



chorus

G    B             Em
and all the things we talked about

    Cm                G
the dreams were never true

         B          Em
im stuck day to day livin  a lie

Cm           G
the liar is you

    B              Em
now things have to change

     Cm              G  B  Em  
life never stays the same...

Cm              G
never stays the same

G
they re all the same

B
they re all the same

Em
theyre all the same

Cm
they re all the... X4

chorus

G    B             Em
and all the things we talked about

    Cm                G
the dreams were never true

         B          Em
im stuck day to day livin  a lie

Cm           G
the liar is you



    B              Em
now things have to change

     Cm              G  B  Em  
life never stays the same...

Cm              G
never stays the same x4


